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The authors have presented a method by which data can be placed into spatio-temporal
bins (which they call regions) and the data within each bin can be averaged and
characterized.  They have used this method with several existing data sets to produce a
hybrid data set that has had some spatial averaging applied.  Even though the manuscript
is well written and tackles an important issue, I believe the manuscript should be returned
to the authors because it is not well motivated and doesn’t demonstrate the efficacy of
their proposed approach.  The authors should have an opportunity to rewrite the
manuscript to address several key issues.

The problem that the authors are attempting to address is a complicated one involving
biases in relationships between predictor data and model/regression/algorithm output that
can arise when the training data are not homogeneously spaced in space and time.  While
the authors have well-described this (difficult to describe) problem, their solution to the
problem has several flaws:

First is that it is complicated and computationally intensive.  Most studies that tackle this
problem do so in a paragraph, whereas these authors have dedicated an entire paper to
the issue.  This wouldn’t be a problem if the solution were meaningfully better than most
solutions, but I don’t think the authors have demonstrated that yet (see below).

Second is that their solution doesn’t seem distinct from the approach that studies take,
which is to focus on the critical predictor/target variable with the least data density and
either construct bins that are focused around retaining that information or avoid binning
altogether and remap the more highly-resolved data onto the spatial-temporal locations of
these data.  Note for example that the average number of AT measurements per bin is
around 2 after WOCE suggesting that binning accomplished little for this variable.  Given
the nominally-30 nm spacing (i.e., <100 km) for many open ocean cruises, this likely just
means that adjacent stations along a cruise were averaged in most cases.  This approach
will have done little or nothing to address the massive variability in data density regionally



and seasonally, which can still be seen clearly in Figures 8 through 14.  It is perhaps
useful for pCO2 despite these limitations due to the extreme disparity in pCO2 data
density on the spatial scales proposed by the authors... yet this also has not yet been
demonstrated by the AT regression analysis.

Third, having been created without a specific application in mind (or at least without one
stated), it seems unlikely that this approach would be optimal for many studies.  Binning
data always involves some loss of information, so the binning strategy must always be
chosen to match the intended application.  I doubt that the decisions made in this study
would be widely applicable and, when the approach is applicable, it might not be
necessary for the reason noted above.  I was hoping the binning would have a way of
sizing the bins according to the unique information content within a region, as perhaps
represented by the heterogeneity of physical measurements within the bin (perhaps
allowing smaller bins near fronts or coasts).

Fourth, (and this is my strongest objection and the ones I would most hope the authors
would address if they do have a chance for edits) the utility of the method has not been
demonstrated.  The authors provide an “apples to oranges” comparison refit of an
alkalinity regression, but too many things are changed between the original publication
and this analysis, making the comparison unhelpful.  Instead, the authors should compare
fits of the T14 regressions made before and after binning the data in the manner that they
suggest, ideally also comparing to regressions made using alternative binning strategies
that would, hopefully, show the wisdom of using the spatio-temporal binning strategy that
they employ herein.

I wonder if a schematic figure around line 300 could help the presentation of ROI creation
methodology (I’m not sure what this would look like, but I found myself wishing for one
here).

The authors should be commended for securing data from some rare data sources, but the
fact that these original data are not included in the data availability section precludes this
manuscript from publication in ESSD, if my understanding is correct.

Line by line comments:

113: information required to constrain the carbonate system is missing from the list of
provided constraints (e.g., nutrients and carbonate constant sets).

120: how are these uncertainties expressed?  Standard uncertainties?  Confidence
intervals?



121: I’m curious about the number 0.005 for pH.  It seems quite low.  Was this meant to
have been taken from Table 3 in the listed publication?  That table indicates 0.01.  Also,
that table has the explicit caution that: “Note that these limits are not uncertainties but
rather a priori estimates of global inter-cruise consistency….”

135: what uncertainties are assumed for these data?

140: same question after noting that CRMs are meant to be checks on calibration and not
themselves calibration materials

145: were unpurified dyes used for these measurements, and, if so, what attempt is made
to correct for pH biases from dye impurities?  Alternatively, what uncertainty was assumed
that accounts for these impurities?

151: same question

159: how were these uncertainties assessed?

163: If these data are not publicly available then they cannot be used in an ESSD
publication, correct?

165: what uncertainties are assumed for these methods?

171: see earlier comment on accessibility

181: what was the accuracy?

227: extra space before comma

266: how do you merge two datasets if they have different subdivisions?

286: There is now CO2SYS code that allows the direct propagation of uncertainties



through the carbonate system calculations.  This code also has the advantage that it
includes uncertainties in the carbonate constants which seem to be omitted from the
present analysis aside from the random selection of constant sets.

304: RsOI

310: recommended “expand the radius”

367: period used in AT number whereas comma used in other numbers

370: Bio ARGO is a program rather than a sensor

372: there is also a delay before the data are processed through annual GLODAP
releases.  You can find more recent cruise data at CCHDO.UCSD.EDU and other data
repositories.

420: explain this more… why are these time series labeled as 0 and 1?

415: I had difficulty following the logic of this paragraph.  Mostly, it seemed to me that
the work that had been done to create the combined data product is undermined by the
complexity of this analysis, which seemed to be indicating that a lot of additional work was
required to further divide the data product into subsets.

430: how large are the validation subsets on average?  Have you done anything to avoid
including measurements from a single cruise in both the training and the validation data? 
This is usually considered an important practice because of the strong temporal
correlations between measurements on a single cruise.

435: I also had some difficulty understanding what was being done in this paragraph, or
why exactly.  Why are the authors so motivated to include nearshore data that it would
justify this extra text and complexity.  This is just a proof-of-concept demonstration, so
does it need to be comprehensive in terms of including coastal data?  Have the authors
shown the consequences of simply including all coastal data?

447: this is not a straight comparison since T14 use data down to 50 m in their training
product the algorithms are therefore producing different estimates (and from different



predictor data as well, I think, but I’m not sure).  A true proof of concept would require
creating another version of the algorithm using the same training and validation data set,
but using the binning approach of Takahashi et al. 2014

Figure 2: should we be concerned by the large number of TA measurements per bin in
~1978?  Why are there so many more measurements per bin in the earlier portions?
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